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Threaded, structured debate
Arguments PRO and CON
Self-categorized



Research questions

RQ1: Can Kialo constitute data for QE studies?
RQ2: If so, what would that look like in terms of...

- Possible research questions
- Data collection
- Data curation
- Designating metadata
- Discourse coding
- Segmentation
- Creating the qualitative data table
- Aggregation and results



Data collection Indicators of argument level; URLs



Data Curation

Unique utterance identifiers (UIDs)
Indicating threading
Discourse codes

Assigning attributes 
(metadata)



Coding

Illustration only!



Creating the Qualitative Data Table



How the ROCK interpreted 
threading



Epistemic Network Analysis How does content change in nesting levels?

Level 2

Level 5



Unique to Kialo data Relationship to parent
= ?
Relationship to original claim

“Not pursuing herd immunity is akin 
to not pursuing a cure for cancer.”

“In order to build up an 
immunity to a virus, 
one must expose 
themself to the virus.”

Herd Immunity 
for COVID-19 is 
achievable.



Epistemic Network Analysis Relationship to parent
= ?
Relationship to original claim

Level 1 Level 3

Concord = alignment in relation to parent and original claim
Discord = misalignment in relation to parent and original claim



Epistemic Network Analysis How does content change with relevance?

High relevance

Low relevance



Thanks for your attention!
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Process

Choose topic (dataset)
Free inductive coding (all teammates)
Triangulate
Develop tentative codebook
Test code
Refine and finalize codebook
Perform coding (manual)
Designate metadata/attributes
Create qualitative data table
Upload to ENA and generate networks



Pro and/or Claim? How can a dual position be represented in a data table?
Threaded data? If so, what constitutes a thread?


